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CACS/ACÉC (ARTS/SCEA) 
Arts, Researchers and Teachers Society (ARTS)  

ARTS Sig Annual General Meeting Minutes – May 28, 2011, 3:00pm Fredericton, NB 
 
Attendance: Executive and 16 members 
 
ARTS Initiatives 
Update of the ARTS SIG Historical Archives (AGM Minutes and Reports online) 
Pre-conference 2011 
 
AGENDA 

1. Welcome and presentation of the agenda 
2. Adoption of the Minutes from 2010 

Lynn moves to accept minutes. Jennifer seconds. Minutes from 2010 moved. 
3. Program Chair’s Report 

a. Call out to the hosting university for a willing facilitator of the pre-conference 
who knows the community and institution. 

b. Review of the criteria for proposal review 
John shared his experiences with the successful process for proposal review, 
especially after an email call for more reviewers. 

4. Pre-conference Report 
a. Welcome of suggestions for pre-conference for next year. Jennifer shared her 

experience with hosting from the university and that it offers opportunities for 
those involved at the home university. Also, an opportunity to show the 
participants what the place is about.  

b. Valuable academic discussion and ritual of welcome appreciated. Talking circle 
could become a tradition. Welcome to the traditional territory appreciated—
acknowledgement at the minimum. 

c. Structure for the day is in place—local facilitator can then assume responsibility 
to find the unique opportunities.  

d. Also, an opportunity to be part of community performances and arts spaces may 
act as an incentive for people to join the preconference experience. 

e. This preconference is earlier than other preconferences—timing might need to 
be considered. 

f. Any other ideas can be emailed. 
5. President’s report 

a. Collecting historical archives - Report from Bernie Andrews [List of 
presidents/chairs, AGM minutes & program, other?] 

b. Dynamic website linked to the CSSE site? 
URL will be sent out for the ARTS SIG site. Is there is an opportunity to 
update the site or create a dynamic website for networking and sharing? 
Ning site would be a collaborative way to post, communicate, and share. 
However, there is a cost to Ning site. Facebook is a forum already used by 
some so it might be useful, but others might not feel as comfortable with the 
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venue. Discussion also shared on how busy and computer-saturated people 
can become, perhaps extra venue may not be needed. 
Graduate students might use sites for reference list, profiles, photographs, 
features of past winners of dissertation awards, blogs.  
The site can also act as an archive.  
Interest for a static site and a Facebook page. Constanza, Pauline, and Jaime 
willing to work with others to set up Facebook site and static site.  

c. Separation of the Graduate Award into a Masters and a Doctoral Award – each 
with funding? 

In 2010, it was moved that a Masters award be established but no funding 
was garnered so only one funded award was provided this year.  We 
graciously thank the Arts-based Research Studio of Alberta for funding this 
year’s award. 
Discussion: If there is not enough money for awards, the awards should still 
be given. If money is found, it should be split.   

d. Funding for the award 
A special thank you to Marni Binder who has liaised with the Royal 
Conservatory of Music who provided funding of this award in the past 
Art pieces from artists; books from authors? Artists would be honored to 
donate. Jennifer and Tessa willing to donate art for 2012 Masters and 
Doctoral Awards. 

e. Report on the award process and responses from adjudicators of the Graduate 
Award  

Adjudication Process: As the Awards chair, after receiving the 8 eligible 
applications, I read the abstracts to best determine an anonymous review 
committee (adjudicators could not be applicant committee chairs or 
members, and needed an expertise relevant to the full collection). In the 
past, the committee has been made up of 3 reviewers. Because of the 
wide range of the submissions, I invited 7 reviewers and 5 accepted the 
charge. Adjudicators were sent the summaries as well as an attachment 
or link to the full work. Adjudicators ranked the works according to the 
ARTS Graduate Award criteria rubric. A shortlist was created and after 
further review, narrowed down to two and then to the winner.  

DISCUSSION: Thanks to the adjudicators. Should the adjudicators meet on 
Skype? Three reviewers may be all that is required. However, the 
anonymity may help with the power, status, art forms. Although, the 
process was a lot of work for the coordinator, it could remain the same 
for next year. 

Adjudication Committee 
Review of the award criteria 
French Reviewers 
DISCUSSION of suggested reviewers 
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6. Executive positions  
DISCUSSION: Preconference planner, website planners. 
 

7.    Bernie Andrew’s recommendations for discussion: 
a. The formation of an ARTS Publication Award that acknowledges an outstanding 

publication in the arts in the previous calendar year. The individual that is 
recognized will receive a plaque and an official letter from the President of ARTS. 
The deadline will be March 1 of each year and a committee of three individuals 
requested to review the submitted publications. The award would be presented 
at the annual Celebration of Scholarly and Artistic works at CSSE each year. (This 
award is modelled after the Canadian Association for Curriculum Studies 
Publication Award which is presented each year at the Celebration.) 
DISCUSSION: Important to be published, but not necessarily to be awarded. 
Tabled to next meeting 
 

b. The organization of a themed book on arts research which could be used in 
education courses. 
DISCUSSION: Bernie Andrew willing to edit/co-edit a themed book/journal that 
could be sold at the conference. Editors would work on sending out submissions 
to reviewers, editing, etc. This would be a maximum two year commitment. For 
the first term, Bernie would choose the initial theme. The process for choosing 
the editor would begin with a call for a co-editor based on theme. 
 
Broad based, Potential topics, Peer review, Themes, Time line 
Possible title: Arts, Researchers, Teachers Society: Perspectives on Arts Research 
in Education, Primary and Secondary areas such as Pre-service programs, Arts 
integration models, In-service development, Arts research, Program descriptions 
8 pages single spaces total / Additional Readings / Resource list / Annotated 
Bibliography as chapter (with paragraph)  
June call – Oct 31 deadline / Dec. 15 Reviewer responses / Dec 31  
 reviews and selection / Jan 31 Revisions due / Feb-March Edits and layout   

/ April 30 Publication  
Review Board / Canadian PERIODICAL index / Host / Review Board  
(Obligation to reach the public) 
Pauline to follow up with Bernie 
 

8.    Other 
 
Meeting Adjourned. 4:00pm 
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Graduate Runner-Up Award 
The CSSE CACS ARTS Award Committee is pleased to announce that Shanna Hagens has 

been selected to receive the 2011 Arts Graduate Runner-Up Award. Shanna submitted her 
master’s thesis entitled “Teaching in the Taiga: Learning to Live Where I Am”. The adjudicator 
comments included:   

 I was struck by the risks taken, and by the range of arts explored. Not that range always 
counts, but in this case it was done beautifully, sensitively, and with considerable effect. 
Many art forms were used to explore the theme/question/issue/problem, without 
calling on other artists. I was very impressed with this work. As well, there was a 
humility about it that was evident throughout.  

 This is a beautifully written thesis on a relevant and timely theme, that of living and 
learning respectfully alongside aboriginal cultures.  Her “currere-in-context” approach 
acknowledges the power of place in teaching and learning and celebrates the roles that 
the arts can play in providing new ways of sharing the connection we make to place and 
to people.  Her use of multiple forms of the arts, both image and text-based, provide 
multiple access points into the inquiry for viewers and readers alike.  

 
Doctoral Award: 
Dr. Phyllis Grace Steeves 

Most literature related to literacy focuses on barriers to attaining reading and writing 
skills sufficient to “succeed” in contemporary Western societies. This study addresses an 
absence of literature critiquing the concept of literacy’s negative impact on Indigenous peoples, 
a critique lacking even in areas increasingly acknowledged as problematic such as the loss of 
Indigenous languages and the devaluing and displacement of oral traditions prompted by 
literacy/written language.  

The study identifies and focuses on issues associated with expansion of the concept of 
literacy. Included is an exploration of the concept of “Aboriginal literacy” and ways it is 
problematically entwined with arts based research. This entwinement includes arts based 
research’s alignment with text, a component and currency of literacy. 

The theoretical framework constructed within this study drew from a wide literature 
base that included arachnology, education, literacy, arts based research, and genocide studies. 
Drawing on this wide literature base, known processes and theories related to the building of 
orb spider webs were used to liken the concept of literacy to processes used by an orb spider 
spinning a web. Through a discussion of real and potential outcomes, the theoretical 
framework created introduces and critiques literacy as one of genocide’s many instruments. 

In selecting a final winner, the adjudicators were asked “what defines one from the 
others?”  Adjudicator comments included: 

 Steeves level of theorizing is notably sophisticated. Her theoretical discussion challenges 
assumptions around arts research in ways that moves arts research forward. She creates 
openings for discussion through controversial issues. Steeves work is interdisciplinary in a 
deeply integrative way. She does not use visual art to set mood, or decorate, or reiterate; 
rather, it is through the narrative artistry of her spider metaphor and writing that she 
critiques our complicity. 


